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Minutes
1.

Introductions
1.1.

The Chair opened the meeting and asked attendees to introduce themselves.

2.

The FMLC’s Public Education Function: Speeches (Virgilio Diniz)

2.1.

Mr. Diniz delivered a short presentation1 on the FMLC’s Public Education Function, a key
aspect of the FMLC’s mission as a charity.

3.

“Onshoring” the EMIR Refit – The over the Counter Derivatives, Central Counterparties
and Trade Repositories (Amendment, etc. and Transitional Provisions) (E.U. Exit)
regulations 2019 (“S.I. 2019/335”) (Nathaniel Lalone)

3.1.

Mr. Lalone pointed out that one of the priorities of the HM Treasury is to improve regulation of
the financial sector to protect customers and the economy, and to make it easier for people to
access and use financial services.

3.2.

He explained that the S.I. 2019/335 was made to address failures of retained EU law to operate
effectively and other deficiencies arising from the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the
European Union. He added that it was relatively brief, and amends the Central Counterparties
(Amendment, etc., and Transitional Provision) (E.U. Exit) Regulations 2018 (“S.I. 2018/1184”)
which was related to the modifications introduced by Regulation (EU) 2019/834 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2019 amending Regulation (EU) No
648/2012 as regards the clearing obligation, the suspension of the clearing obligation, the
reporting requirements, the risk-mitigation techniques for OTC derivative contracts not cleared
by a central counterparty, the registration and supervision of trade repositories and the
requirements for trade repositories (“EMIR Refit”). Generally speaking, the large majority of the
S.I. 2019/335 is updating the S.I. 2018/1184.

3.3.

He added that, as from the legal uncertainty point of view, there were only very few observations
which should be considered as of material legal effect. Mr. Lalone suggested that the statutory
instrument should be understood in light of the associated. He stated that the supervision of the
clearing obligation for certain derivative contracts would from exit day be overseen by the Bank
of England, which would also be responsible for authorising and supervising the Central
Counterparties (“CCPs”) through which the clearing obligation would be met. He also clarified

1

Please see Appendix 1

that the cases of suspension of the clearing obligation, their extensions and their effects on the
trading obligations would also be under the Bank of England responsibility and in certain specific
cases, the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
3.4.

Following that, he stated that certain references to pensions schemes and cross-references to the
reporting obligation of third countries seemed to have been removed from the S.I. 2019/335,
although he highlighted that was not necessarily a fundamental issue of legal uncertainty.

3.5.

One member stressed that the onshoring package contains a great many confusing crossreferences.

4.

WGMR – the use of money market funds as eligible collateral under the uncleared margin
rules (Emma Dwyer)

4.1.

Ms. Dwyer made introductory remarks on the subject of the use of money markets funds as
collateral under the uncleared margin rules. She highlighted that the market has been struggling
to understand the conditions to be met arising out of the Commodity Future Trading
Commission rules (“CFTC rules”)2 and the Money Market Funds (Amendment) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2019 or (“S.I. 2019/394” / “U.K. rules”). She also commented that the
interpretation of the guidance sought by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association
(“ISDA”) is far from being certain.

4.2.

The background of the industry’s use of cash and money market funds (“MMFs”) as collateral in
the derivatives market indicates a substantial huge proportion of cash as being used as collateral
in such market. In fact, apart from cash and other highly liquid funds such as government bonds,
the conditions of eligibility set forth at the European Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
2016/2251 (“EMIR Margin RTS”) of other less liquid MMFs, such as units or shares in UCITS,
as collateral, are not clear. The conditions set forth in Article 5 of EMIR Margin RTS are not
straightforward. This means that it is not clear, for example, whether U.S. bonds might be
eligible for collateral in the E.U. derivatives market, as the Directive 2009/65/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 on the coordination of laws, regulations
and administrative provisions relating to undertakings for collective investment in transferable
securities (UCITS) (“UCITS Directive”) requires that such shares or units must be located
within the E.U. Moreover, it is not clear also how to apply value, haircuts and other criteria,
such as those described in sections 8.1 and 8.2 of the EMIR Margin RTS.

2

Margin Requirements for Uncleared Swaps for Swap Dealers and Major Swap Participants (“CFTC rule”): 81 Fed. Reg.
636 (January 6, 2016).

4.3.

Ms. Dwyer also pointed that there is a lack of clarity in the liquidity requirements applicable to a
purely collective portfolio management investment firm which may impact cross-border
investments such as U.S. funds in to the E.U. and vice-versa. The absence of any ability to rely
on equivalence may exacerbate the lack of clarity.

5.

Plenary discussion on recent and anticipated legislation and developments—potential areas of
focus for future meetings (Emma Dwyer)

5.1.

Members entered into a discussion about the different phases of the Brexit process in relation to
collateral and pointed that regulators would have substantial power. Questions arise as what to
do when U.K. market agents rely on an ESMA Q&A, or disagree with an ESMA Q&A. Also,
members touched the Capital Requirement Regulation (“CRR2”) section which deals with bank
exposures, transactions, margins and the absence of recognition of indirect clearing.

6.
6.1.

Any other business3
No other business was discussed.
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The next meeting of the Infrastructure Scoping Forum will be held on Thursday 7 November between 2.00pm and 3.30pm.
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The FMLC’s charitable remit
According to the charitable remit, the FMLC has a tripartite mission:
•

to identify relevant issues (the radar function);

•

to consider such issues (the research function); and

•

to address such issues (the public education function).

Reduced legal uncertainty and risk is in the public good; the radar and research functions are somewhat self-explanatory in
this regard. The public education function is a key aspect of the FMLC’s status as a charity, and is addressed in the following
ways:
•

All FMLC papers, presentations/speeches and correspondence are freely available via the FMLC website.

•

The FMLC seeks to raise the profile of its research with those who are best positioned to implement solutions. This is
achieved primarily through correspondence: the FMLC maintains active correspondence with regulatory and
legislative groups around the world, particularly HM Treasury and the European Commission.

•

Most FMLC events (with the exception of Patrons’ events) are free to attend by members of the public.

•

The FMLC also acts as a bridge to the judiciary, a task it carries out primarily by organising seminars to brief senior
members of the judiciary on aspects of wholesale financial markets practice.

The Public Education Function
•

Along with publications and events, the FMLC Secretariat furthers the Committee’s
education function by giving speeches about legal developments and issues of legal
uncertainty in the financial markets.

•

These speaking engagements may be at high-profile events or at a smaller gathering of
an interested audience at a stakeholder firm.

•

Members of the Secretariat have presented to audiences, within law firms for example,
which are interested in learning about current issues facing the financial markets.

•

The FMLC used to be CPD-qualified and such talks presented excellent training
opportunities.

•

Example of topics on which the Secretariat has presented are set out in slides below.

Brexit, FinTech and
FinTech Regulation After Brexit

IBOR Transition (at the P.R.I.M.E Finance
Conference 2019)

Brexit and finance:
the legal framework

Conflicts of laws on securities and claims:
collateralisation

Summary and Conclusion
•

The Secretariat is happy to visit your organisation and introduce legal uncertainties in a
relevant area of the financial markets.

•

This helps us get reach a wider audience of stakeholders, learn about the questions occupying
their time and fulfil our public education.

•

If you are interested, get in touch with Debbie Hayes at: secretarial@fmlc.org or with Venessa
Parekh at: research@fmlc.org

